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FIGURE 9.4 Sample letter of certification. (Butler Manufacturing Co.)
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9.6 SHOP DRAWINGS AND CONSTRUCTION

One of the first pieces of information the manufacturer should submit to the owner’s designers is the
value of column reactions. As mentioned already and discussed further in Chap. 12, metal building
foundations are often designed prior to receiving these data from the manufacturer and are rechecked
later against the actual reactions. This process is on the critical path, and such submittal is required
as early as possible, preferably at the bidding stage. In any case, it should not take the manufacturer
longer than 2 weeks to process the order plus a week to generate the reactions. Thus the reaction
report, such as that shown on Fig. 9.5, and perhaps even a complete approval set, might be ready in
3 weeks.

The approval set may include an erection plan, frame elevations, anchor bolt plan, wall eleva-
tions, and some details. (What the set includes should have been specified in the contract documents
and, hopefully, in the order documents prepared by the builder.) An example of frame elevation is
shown in Fig. 9.6; an anchor bolt plan may be found in Chap. 12. The approval set might not be
drawn to scale but is still a source of valuable information; it should be closely scrutinized for any
hints of misunderstanding the design intent. For example, on one project the first item submitted for
review by the architect-engineer was an anchor bolt plan. The drawing was accompanied by a trans-
mittal marked “RUSH!!” However, instead of quickly stamping the plan “Approved,” the reviewing
engineer took some time examining it and noticed that each column was shown to have 8 anchor
bolts. The engineer suspected that the manufacturer intended to use fixed-base columns instead of
pin-based as specified. The suspicion was investigated and proved correct. By that time the founda-
tions were already in place, and a serious problem was averted.

The submittal should also include detailed structural calculations sealed by the manufacturer’s
engineer. Some owners insist that the engineer be registered in the state where the building is located
and include this requirement in the contract documents. MBMA’s Common Industry Practices
requires only that the engineer be registered in the manufacturer’s home state.

While reputable manufacturers tend to submit calculations with clearly identified assumptions
and input data, some others might try to overwhelm the reviewers with mounds of incomprehensi-
ble computer data. Those submittals might look as if they were, in Tom Clancy’s words, written by
computers to be read by calculators. If anything looks suspect, asking questions in writing and insist-
ing on strict adherence to the design requirements is warranted. (On at least one project, a manufac-
turer stated that the building complied with the project’s strict lateral drift criteria. The calculations
indicated otherwise.)

Do not be surprised to see that any marked-up comments on the approval set are construed as
changes and greeted with a change order by the manufacturer. Some three-way complex negotiations
might ensue. The reader is invited to review Secs. 2.2 and 3.3.3 of MBMA’s Common Industry
Practices which deal with such changes. In some unfortunate circumstances, the project might stop
in its tracks right there and end in dispute.

The approval set, however schematic, is the first and usually the last occasion to review the man-
ufacturer’s shop drawings. The detailed work prepared afterward constitutes fabrication drawings
that are not generally furnished by the manufacturer unless specifically required by contract. With
all the shop drawing issues resolved, construction can, at last, start. Some “red flags” to be watched
out for during construction are described in Chap. 16.
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